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THE PROFESSIONAL LIFE OF
FRANCIS C. WILSON OF SANTA FE:
A PRELIMINARY SKETCH

B. ALAN DICKSON

DISTINGUISHED) RESPECTABLE) a most useful citizen, a highly
successful lawyer-thus Francis Cushman Wilson (1876-1952)
has been described. He has not yet attracted a biographer, however, and remains almost unknown in New Mexico, except to a
handful of older Pueblo Indians and members of the legal profession. He wrote no memoirs and left very few personal or professional papers. Yet the vigor of his life and his contributions to his
state and profession through his public law career-namely, his
work for Pueblo land rights, natural resource conservation and
development, and interstate agreements-justify far more attention
than has been accorded him. The fact that most of his work was
performed while he was in private practice should cause some
reRection on the legal profession's role in our history.
Francis Wilson was a vibrant and rather imperious man. Just
as he was not satisfied with the ordinary routine of private legal
practice and sought to apply his training to questions of broader
social and economic importance, so did he push beyond mediocrity
in his everyday life. He would not have enjoyed being mistaken
for a common man. Perhaps it was his New England background
that gave him a striving, ambitious character coupled with an insistence on deference from others and a high level of material success. Whatever the inner motivation, the high level of Wilson's
professional life was of significant benefit to New Mexico.
Wilson's family had long been prominent in New England.
His father, John Thomas Wilson, served as an officer in the Army
of the Potomac during the Civil War, graduated from the Harvard
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Law School in 1867, and practiced in Boston for forty-five years.
In 1868 he married Pleasantine Cushman of Orford, New Hampshire, a lineal descendant of the Reverend Robert Cushman, a
leader of the English Pilgrims who settled Plymouth.!
Francis Wilson was born in Winchester, Massachusetts, on
June 8, 1876. He was educated in the public schools of the town
and then entered Harvard College in 1894. While at Harvard he
enjoyed riding and gymnastics and the friendship of numerous
sons of influential families. Wilson was a fervent admirer of Theodore Roosevelt; and when the Spanish-American War erupted, he
longed to join the Rough Riders. The enlistment of his close college friend, David Goodrich, finally spurred Wilson's decision. 2
He left Harvard in the middle of his senior year (never receiving
his AB. degree), and joined the army. Rather to his disgust, he
was stationed in his native state for the duration of the conflict.
After the war Wilson worked for a time in Boston and New
York in the securities business, finally moving in 1900 to Washington, D.C., to work for the Department of the Interior.s While
in Washington he began legal studies at night at the Columbian
Law Schoo1. 4 He received the LL.B. degree in 1903 and was admitted to the Bar of the District of Columbia. He also acquired a
wife and produced two children. His bride, Charlotte Lansing
Parker, was the daughter of a family descended from colonial and
early republican statesmen, among them two governors of Virginia and a member of the Continental Congress during the Confederation. 5
Wilson practiced law in Washington and worked for the Bureau
of the Census, where he wrote several sections of its Report on
Manufactures in 1905. He remained in the capital until 1907,
when an opportunity arose to satisfy what his son, Parker Wilson,
says had been a long-standing dream-to see the American West. 6
Major fraud charges had surfaced in New Mexico concerning the
acquisition of mining patents on federal land. Wilson was appointed to accompany officials of the Justice and Interior departments on a journey of investigation into New Mexico Territory.
He arrived in Santa Fe in July 1907. Federal Judge John R. McFie
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of Santa Fe was persuaded by the investigators to call a federal
grand jury, which returned several indictments in the fraud case.
Wilson's opportunity to remain in New Mexico arose when Judge
McFie's clerk; A. M. Bergere, was accused of corruption and of
aiding the land fraud defendants and was removed. Despite the
tradition that court clerks had to be residents of the territory, Wilson was appointed to the clerkship by McFie. 7
Wilson decided to stay in New Mexico and sent for his wife
and children. According to Parker Wilson, his mother would not
consent to the move unless the family could live in a house with
indoor plumbing-which meant one of the two houses in Santa Fe
so equipped!8 Francis Wilson managed to obtain a lease on one,
which might be considered the beginning of an observed pattern
of seeking "the best" of everything-cars, houses, offices, and
books. 9 His legal library was considered the best private collection
in the state, and shortly after his retirement from active practice,
he made a gift of his law library to the newly organized law school
at the University of New Mexico. lO This passion for quality in
material things often resulted in his living precariously close to,
or even beyond, the limit of his means; but it was his style. l l
Wilson's personality was somewhat reserved and aloof. He was
not an effusive person, though he copld be quite charming, particularly toward women, when it was appropriate for social or professional reasons. 12 He was also quite concerned with status and
was a typical product of his times in feeling his own ethnic and
cultural background to be superior to most others. III On one occasion in congressional testimony, he was reading into the record
a statement by Bureau of Indian Affairs Commissioner Charles
Burke alleging propaganda activities by "a certain element of
people, many of them mixed-blood Indians." At this point Wilson
stopped himself and declared to the committee, "I have not any
Indian blood myself."14
But Wilson's pride did not prevent him from performing valuable work for the Indians, which they greatly appreciated. Parker
Wilson vividly recalls one meeting with his father's clients. Parker
was in his early teens, his father in his prime, as they stepped into
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the kiva at Pueblo de Taos. This was highly unusual-white men
being invited into the ceremonial area. The boy heard his father
addressed by an Indian, "Frank, you are the best friend the Indians
ever had." Although they could not pay the full value of Francis
Wilson's legal services for successfully handling an eviction suit
against squatters, they laid out a cloth in which the tribal members had deposited what they could afford in small silver coins.
It amounted, the son recalled, to about seventy-five dollars. 15
This had happened about 1918, four years after Wilson had
ceased to be the official United States attorney for the Pueblo
Indians. The reputation he had built in that position, however,
continued to grow as he involved himself, as a private practitioner,
in many of the critical public issues facing the people of New
Mexico.
After two years of judicial clerkship, Wilson had resigned that
position and formed, with Richard H. Hanna, a partnership for
the practice of law in Santa Fe. The partnership endured until
Hanna's election to the first New Mexico State Supreme Court
in 1912. In the meantime Wilson had been appointed to the lowpaying federal post of attorney for the Pueblo Indians,16 which
he undoubtedly thought would involve little work in a part-time
capacity. As he recalled:
I was sent to New Mexico in 1907 ... and in August, 1909, without any solicitation on my part, I was asked to take the place of
special attorney for the Pueblo Indians, which ... carried a stipend
of $1500 a year and $500 for expenses.... [I]f I had known what
I was about to take on, I probably would have not accepted the
appointmentP

The appointment proved to be pivotal for Wilson, the Indians,
and the history of New Mexico. Wilson's job was to counsel the
Indians on their rights and opportunities under state and federal
law and to represent them in judicial, legislative, and executive
proceedings. In the course of this work, Francis Wilson became
involved in some of the bedrock power controversies that took
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place in New Mexico and in the nation's capital. It is apparent
from the written record alone that Wilson pursued his task dutifully and skillfully and that he contributed mightily to the impressive legal victories scored by the Pueblo Indians in the early
twentieth century.
New Mexico's transition from territory to state sparked one of
Wilson's most important cases. Congress had laid down, as one of
its conditions for admission of New Mexico to the Union, that
the constitution to be framed for the state must provide
that ... the sale, barter, or giving of intoxicating liquors to Indians
and the introduction of liquors into Indian country, which tenn
shall also include all lands now owned or occupied by the Pueblo
Indians of New Mexico, are forever prohibited; ...

and further,
that the people . . . forever disclaim . . . title to . . . all lands . . .
oWned or held by any Indian or Indian tribes the ... title to which
shall have been acquired ... from the United States or any prior
sovereignty, and that . . . the same shall . . . remain . . . under the
absolute jurisdiction and control of the United States.18

The New Mexican constitution so declared, and the state was
admitted. Then one Felipe Sandoval was indicted for introducing
liquor into Santa Clara Pueblo, and Francis Wilson was requested
to assist the regular prosecutors in the case. In United States v.
Sandoval/9 Federal Judge William H. Pope ruled that the indictment must be dismissed, since the federal government had no
constitutional power to exact the above-mentioned conditions of
New Mexico's admission or to include as federal wards the Pueblo
Indians, who had since about 1690 been considered in New
Mexico to be very nearly full citizens, first of Spain, then of
Mexico, and finally of the United States. Although he disagreed with the judge, Wilson later conceded that it was a distinguished opinion, and that Judge Pope was "one of the most
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learned and best judges that we have ever had in New Mexico."20
Wilson and the other prosecutors appealed the ruling to the
United States Supreme Court, where it was handled by attorneys
from the Justice Department. The Supreme Court reversed the
ruling, and held that Congress did have a right to impose such
conditions on New Mexico's admission, since the federal constitution gave it the power to legislate on matters concerning Indians
and other dependent peoples. The Court ruled further that the
Pueblo Indians are included in this grant of authority, notwithstanding the state's view on the degree of their political integration. 21
A full seventeen months elapsed between Judge Pope's ruling
and the United States Supreme Court's reversal on December 20,
1913. This lapse necessitated one of Wilson's more interesting
duties as attorney for the Indians-traveling to Washington, D.C.,
in early 1913 with a delegation of Pueblo governors and officials
who wished to discuss the possibility of deeding their people's
lands in trust to the United States for twenty-five years. This had
seemed necessary when the implications of Judge Pope's decision
began to be fully appreciated. In essence, Pope had held that the
Pueblos passed from federal control when New Mexico became
a state. The ruling thus seemed to permit land alienation, as well
as liquor importation, and threatened to subject the Indians to
state regulation and taxation. The Indians, therefore, decided to
try to place themselves and their land again under federal jurisdiction.
It was probably a good way to gamer some press coverage as
well and to demonstrate to the Court and other federal organs
the seriousness of the situation and the determination of the
Indians. It seems to have worked. The party of Indians attracted
attention everywhere. Wilson himself recorded several anecdotes
in a letter to his wife postmarked February 6, 1913. The party
had to change trains in Chicago. This turned out to be a startling
occasion for Indians and Chicagoans alike. Wilson wrote:
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The trip has been very amusing. The old Indians have enjoyed it
immensely, but at every remarkable incident, they have summed it
all up in "Americano esta muy diablo," or literally the American is
the devil, or has the evil spirit. Of course they cannot account for
a great deal that they see except upon the basis that the American
has the supernatural aid of an evil spirit. Chicago was a revelation
to them-all they could say was "mucho gente" and '1as calles estan
como cafiones."22

Apparently some of the Indians spoke fluent English, which
startled the good burghers of the windy city. A newspaper account
reported one confrontation accordingly:
They smiled benignly when they came in contact with Chicagoans
who attempted communication by the crudest of sign languages and
expressed themselves with savage-like grunts and monosyllabic gutterals....
At the Union Station a red faced traveling man smiled kindly if
not condescendingly at a tall red man who towered above him with
a Navajo blanket wrapped around him. The traveling man shrugged
his shoulders and blew on his hands, interpretative of severe cold.
"Heap cold, John," he grunted. The Indian replied in even, clear
English:
"Yes, it does appear rather chilly. But we are accustomed to ex·
tremes, so we don't mind it so much."
The traveler was talking to Juan Antonio Martin, governor of the
pueblo of Acoma. 23

The Supreme Court's opinion finally rendered unnecessary the
proposal for a Pueblo lands' trust, but the expedition undoubtedly
alerted many Eastern people of influence and goodwill to the
Pueblo situation. Thus it helped set the stage for future publicity
campaigns in the Indians' behalf.
Several suits were brought during Wilson's tenure to quiet title
to Pueblo lands, to eject squatters, and to safeguard Indian access
to water. Many of the suits were vigorously and ably defended by
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attorneys representing "settlers"-usually farmers and ranchers
of Spanish and Mexican descent. 24
Wilson's work for the Pueblo Indians served to make him well
acquainted with persons of substantial means in Albuquerque and
Santa Fe who had a humanitarian concern for Indian rights. Some
of these individuals eventually turned to Wilson for their own
legal needs25-a natural development welcomed by any attorney
performing primarily public law functions at a low level of compensation. Wilson's public exposure also made his name and growing reputation familiar to many members of the state bar. In
August 1913 they elected him president, a post he held while still
serving as Pueblo attorney, until August of the following year. 26
On the occasion of his retirement as state bar president, Wilson
demonstrated his deep interest in public issues by delivering a
forceful address favoring a proposed amendment to the state constitution which would augment the state's power of taxation and
permit a more equitable application of tax rates. 27 The only defect
he found in the proposal was that it did not go far enough in the
state's interest. It failed to include a clause to the effect that "the
power of taxation shall never be surrendered, suspended or contracted away." Wilson reminded his audience that some states
had granted perpetual immunity from taxation to new or favored
industries or to certain classes of property, and that judicial decisions had generally upheld such extreme privileges. He thus attached himself to the "progressive" side of a perennial dispute
between those who feared the economic and political power of
corporate businesses and those who favored luring new capital
into New Mexico by any means, a controversy that was particularly
acute during the Constitutional Convention of 1910.28 Accordingly, he scolded the authors of the amendment for refusing to
include the quoted clause despite the fact that the National Tax
Association had recommended it for all state constitutions:
[O]ur constitution makers saw fit to disregard the recommendation and to hang about our necks a system which was well adapted
to conditions of a century ago, but is wholly inapplicable to the new
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forms and classes of property brought into being by the industrial
and financial development of the past fifty years. 29

Wilson immediately reminded his listeners that their sister state
of Arizona had adopted the recommendation and gone on to enact
progressive and remedial tax legislation.·· Despite its failings, the
amendment represented a significant improvement, he concluded.
It was adopted (without his suggested additions) in the election
on November 3, 19 14Wilson himself, however, was less successful in that election.
When the Republican Party split in 1912 and Theodore Roosevelt
ran for President on the Progressive (Bull Moose) ticket, Wilson
had campaigned in New Mexico for his old idol. He was known
by this time as a forceful speaker, and in 1914 the Progressive
Party nominated him for a seat in the House of Representatives.
It was apparently the design of the New Mexico Progressives,
then under the control of Bronson Cutting, to siphon enough
Republican votes to allow Democratic Congressman Harvey Fergusson to be re-elected. so But the ploy was unsuccessful for both
Wilson and Fergusson when New Mexico went solidly Republican.
Because of his nomination, Wilson had resigned as Pueblo attorney in September 1914- After the election he returned to practice in Santa Fe, where he soon developed a reputation for
excellence in private civil practice that matched his notoriety in
public affairs. His legal work for private clients, however, concerned large and important issues, which helped to keep him in
the public eye.
His practice over the next twenty-eight years included many
federal actions because of the presence in Santa Fe, at that time,
of the United States District Court. Insurance cases were also
numerous, and Wilson had a lucrative practice in wills and estates.
The latter tended to be restricted, however, to a relatively small
number of well-to-do clients. His briefs and arguments in the
New Mexico Supreme Court were of outstanding quality. Justice
John C. Watson was particularly impressed-to the extent that
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he and his son John T. Watson joined Wilson's firm after Watson's
defeat in his bid for re-election in 1934.31
But it was his public life for which Wilson was noted. In 1916
he was a delegate to the National Progressive Party convention in
Chicago and was appointed to the New Mexico State Tax Commission in 1917 by Governor Washington E. Lindsey. He volunteered for military service in World War I, but was ineligible
for reasons of age and eyesight. 32
More importantly, he continued to represent Pueblo Indians,
the various associations supporting them, and to interest himself
in Indian affairs. In the years following his resignation as special
attorney for the Pueblos, the problems of conflicting land claims
had, if anything, grown worse. Wilson's peacemaker role in one
altercation was even mentioned in Senate testimony of Indian
Commissioner Burke in January 1923:
Let me mention what happened in February a year ago. I ... had
telegrams ... from prominent people in New Mexico . . . telling
me ... that . . . the Indians had removed some fence that they
claimed had been erected on their land, and one of the ranchmen
. . . had come into Santa Fe very much excited, seeking recruits,
guns, and ammunition, to . . . "Shoot the hell out of them." . . .
Fortunately ... Mr. Wilson went out there to the pueblo ... and
he prevailed upon these Indians to return to their pueblo before this
man with his force ... arrived. 33

The occasion for these hearings was the infamous Pueblo Lands
Bill, introduced in 1921 by Senator Holm Bursum of New
Mexico. In essence, the bi1l34 would have resolved the problem of
conflicting land claims within and around the New Mexico
pueblos by confirming all "claims of title" held for more than ten
years and preventing prosecution of any pending suits affecting
these claims. The claimant would merely seek judicial approval
by presenting his claim in court.
The bill appeared to its opponents intentionally to overlook the
fact that the "claims" of the settlers were in many cases unsuJr
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portable by reference to actual grants. These claims had been recorded in 1918 in the "Joy survey," which, Marian Love has
noted, "did not in any way establish or recognize any rights of
occupancy, title or ownership, but merely stated where people
were living at the time."35 The bill would have recognized these
records as claims of title to be formalized by perfunctory court
action and would have placed the burden of disproving them on
the Indians.
Secretary of the Interior Albert B. Fall strongly supported the
bill,36 and there was little opposition at first. Marian Love's account, some fifty years later, still reflects the indignation and urgency felt by Pueblo partisans when opposition finally materialized:
The New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs was hastily formed
in Santa Fe in September 1922 for the purpose of defeating the
Bursum Bill. This bill proposed to take more than 60,000 acres of
irrigated and irrigable land and most of the water rights away from
Pueblo Indians and give it to non-Indians settled illegally on those
lands.
It was ... passed by the Senate and had reached the Hoor of the
House before anyone in New Mexico heard of it. Father Fredolin
Schuster, a Franciscan priest at Laguna Pueblo, somehow received
a copy and journeyed the long, dusty miles to Santa Fe to show it to
Francis C. Wilson.... Mr. Wilson immediately spread the word to
Santa Feans already concerned with political treatment of the Indians
and thirty of them met .•. to consider ways to defeat the bilI.37

Publicity began to mount as existing organizations, newly
formed groups, and hastily resurrected organizations organized
to defeat the bill.3s Francis Wilson was retained by several organizations,39 and helped draft a substitute bil1. 40 Representatives
of all the Pueblos met at Santo Domingo to draft their own protest,
as well. Finally Senator William E. Borah of Idaho recalled the
bill from the House to the Senate where hearings began in January 1923. In February hearings were held in the House as well.
The lengthy, coherent, and informative testimony of Francis
Wilson, as paid counsel for the various organizations, certainly
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must have played a large part in the defeat of the Bursum Bill.
After sketching the murky history of land title disputes in New
Mexico, Wilson explained the evil effects of the bill. (He showed,
for example, the acreage involved in various pending grant conflicts and the effect on these lawsuits of the Bursum Bill's validation procedures). 41
Many times his testimony was interrupted by questions from
hostile legislators and officials of the Department of the Interior.
Several people seen by Wilson as opponents of Pueblo rights,
including Senator Bursum himself, were members of the committees in the House and Senate. Personally degrading questions
were asked of Wilson, and insinuations were made that Eastern
society people were the only ones concerned with the matter.
Wilson himself was accused of civil and criminal misconduct in
testimony and in various pieces of correspondence introduced in
the hearings, but on most of these matters his name was easily
cleared before the proceedings ended.
On one particular matter, however, his exoneration seemed
less satisfying to the committees. In both the Senate and the
House he was questioned about a suit which he had brought in
a state court on behalf of the Laguna Indians, while he was acting
as Pueblo attorney. The decision was adverse to the Indians, and
it was alleged that Wilson had negligently failed to pursue their
appellate rights until the appeal period had expired. 42 Wilson
defended this attack on three grounds: He had resigned his position prior to expiration of the appeal period and had been asked
to handle the appeal as a private attorney; he had not realized
the duration of the period owing to the absence of a final decree
document in the case file; and, finally, his fee had not been
completely paid. 43
The last reason is instructive. It lies at the heart of the paradox
we call the private, practicing attorney. Since Wilson was no
longer on a public payroll, he had to assure his income, even from
lawsuits of great public importance. In this case, his fee of $300
was not really full compensation-it was, in Wilson's words, "a
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nominal charge ... made for the purpose of giving them the idea
that I could not serve them for nothing."44
After defeat of the Bursum Bill, Francis Wilson's public concerns seemed to shift to other areas. He campaigned for Herbert
Hoover in 1928, and in 1929 he was appointed by Hoover as a
member of the Committee on Conservation and Administration
of the Public Domain. 45 More importantly, his experience with
Pueblo land and water rights litigation, involving the "prior appropriation" doctrine used in the arid states,46 led him to a special
interest in water sharing and conservation and appointment to
several important commissions. He was River Commissioner of
New Mexico from 1927 to 1931, Secretary of the Colorado River
Commission from 1927 to 1932, a member of the RIO Grande
Compact Commission from 1928 to 1932, and a member of the
National Chamber of Commerce's Committee on Interstate Compacts in 1936.47
Interstate compacts, or agreements, are basically treaties among
the states. The only authority for them in the United States Constitution is expressed as a negative: "No State shall, without the
Consent of Congress,
enter into any Agreement or Compact
"48 But the states have been resourceful
with another state
in creating compacts to deal with many interstate problems with
congressional approval: The Colorado River Compact was the
first to allocate the waters of an interstate river. 49 The prospect of
interstate cooperation in such important matters was exciting to
Francis Wilson, and his work on the RIO Grande Compact and
the Colorado River Compact is an especially enduring contribution to the welfare of his adopted state. Wilson is credited by his
son with writing substantial parts of the various documents of the
Colorado Compact.50 As explained by Wilson in a report to the
American Bar Association (ABA) in 1936,51 the compact divided
the Colorado basin into two parts and apportioned the water in
perpetuity between the two. Existing uses of water were confirmed and protected against impairment, and a procedure was
established for arbitration of disputes. Congress approved the com-
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pact in 1928 and authorized construction of other parts of the
project, including a storage reservoir, the Hoover Darn, and a
hydroelectric plant.52
In that very ABA report Wilson explained the many uses of
interstate compacts, as in the creation of the Port of New York
Authority, and argued for further application of the device to
such problems as oil and gas conservation and interstate transmission of electricity. In an address before the Wisconsin Bar Association (WBA) in 1935, which was later reprinted as an article,
Wilson carried the idea to the labor relations front by proposing
an interstate compact to deal with problems of minimum wages,
labor arbitration, collective bargaining, and child labor. 53
There is something unique about the ABA report and the WBA
article-an ideological edge that seems foreign to Wilson's earlier
immersion in progressive politics. It is not merely that an interstate compact would be useful in conserving and efficiently producing oil and gas, but a compact might fill the regulatory vacuum
before the federal government moved in, said Wilson, who exhibited in these writings a bitter distaste for federal regulation.
The possibility of federal legislation on the subject of child labor
conjured up for him a vision of "remote control by an agency
which will seek to regiment childhood."54 In this article on labor
compacts, he vigorously resisted the idea of centralization of government, which he called "not remotely American in thought
or execution."55 Yet his proposed compact among the states would
clearly have involved surrender of state power to a central apparatus every bit as complex as those created by the National Industrial
Recovery Act or the National Labor Relations Act. 56 And like some
aspects of the programs run by the National Recovery Administration (NRA), Wilson's oil and gas compact also would have been
free of the antitrust laws. 57 His animus was more deep-seated: he
possessed a total distrust of the New Deal and of Franklin Roosevelt. John T. Watson recalled the uproar created at a luncheon
in Santa Fe when Francis Wilson spoke on the NRA and "really
tore it up." In a day when most people tended to trust their govern-
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ment and accept symbols such as the Blue Eagle, said Watson,
Wilson's attack was "unheard of."58
Wilson seemed unwilling to relate his own progressive background to the experiments and reforms ~ndertaken by a new and
more nationally oriented generation of progressives. Such an attitude was not uncommon in persons of his time and age-he was
sixty when his ABA Report on Interstate Compacts was published.
He could easily have served as one of Otis Graham's examples of
progressives unable to accept the New DeaJ.59 Although in his
case it seems a bit tragic, at least he did not suffer his disagreements in private bitterness, preferring instead to express them in
public arenas. Another of his articles appeared in the Daughters
.of the American Revolution Magazine in 1936, attacking both
governmental centralization ("Government by remote control
through bureaucracy has the odor of the decay of free institutions.") and pacifism in the face of totalitarian aggression ("In
the paCifist ranks you will find all shades of the red, the slightly
pink to the brightest hue.").6o
One distinct clue to Wilson's attitudes toward Franklin D.
Roosevelt and the New Deal was his relationship to Herbert
Hoover. He had campaigned for Hoover, worked with him on
problems of interstate river compacts, and like many Westerners,
admired him for his business and mining-engineering expertise.
He must have found it hard to adapt to Hoover's successor in the
White House. Indeed, Wilson had gone on record defending
Hoover after the Bonus Army tragedy. His passionate attack on
Hoover's detractor, Bronson Cutting, betrayed personal outrage
rather than sober judgment or even political oratory. After Cutting
had printed in the New Mexican an antiadministration account
of the breakup of the Bonus Army, Wilson accused him of
foul libel against a very great and a very good man . . . whose life
has been matched by the highest integrity, the greatest devotion to
public duty and who today is leading our nation ... out of the darkness of depression into the sunlight of prosperous days.61
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Wilson then demanded to know whether Cutting (whom he
knew quite well, of course) was "a communist, or a socialist, or
an extreme radical," or whether he proposed to support the
Democrats. 62
A hobby of long-standing had been Wilson's search for oil. In
1938 as if he had been given one final material blessing, he struck
oil in large quantities on some Lea County lands on which he
held oil leases. He organized the Wilson Oil Company and devoted
a great deal of time and energy to it, driving back and forth from.
Santa Fe to the oil fields in the south, until his time and health
could no longer put up with both oil and law. 63 On his physician's
advice, he retired from active legal practice in 1942 and devoted
his remaining energies to the oil company.
During this period, his health was in decline. He suffered a
couple of strokes and heart attacks, including one stroke which
occurred in his son's house in New York. This prompted Parker
Wilson to obtain a trusted attorney to write his father's will, a
matter which had been neglected in the years of Francis Wilson's
service to others. 64 On January 17, 1952, after a long illness and
surgery, Francis Wilson died in Santa Fe at the age of seventy-five.
In many ways Wilson was typical of the "Anglo" imigrants who
came to New Mexico in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. He was conscious of being a stranger to the local culture,
and he took pains to learn enough Spanish to communicate with
the "native" population. His energies and abilities, forged in a
more competitive Eastern environment, propelled him into prominence and controversy almost immediately.
But unlike Bronson Cutting, Ross Calvin, and many others,
Wilson had not come to the Southwest for reasons of health. Nor
did he seem to have come looking for lucrative opportunities in
quite the brash manner of a Thomas Catron, a Stephen Elkins,
or an Albert Fall. Wilson's motivation was more the exhilaration of
public service in the exotic Southwest, serving as a member of a
somewhat aristocratic profession. He eventually found economic
opportunities, of course, and was quick to exploit them to satisfy
his needs as he perceived them. Among the newspapers which
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covered Wilson's death, both the Santa Fe New Mexican and
the Albuquerque Journal emphasized the fortune he made in the
oil business,65 as well as his membership in various lodges and
his sponsorship of scientific and anthropological research. On the
other hand, it was the N ew York Times which highlighted his
active legal role. Its headline read: "Francis C. Wilson, Indians'
Counsel,"66 a reflection of the interest among Eastern society
people in the Bursum Bill of 1922 and "the good fight" they and
he had so long waged.
Even his service for the Pueblo Indians, however, does not
adequately summarize the extent of the contributions of Francis
Wilson. The essence of his work is really the juxtaposition of the
intensity of his involvement in all questions of public law, with
his own driving, acquisitive, perfectionist nature. His genuine
concern for public issues, considering that he was a paid representative at the Bursum Bill hearings, makes his life a case history
in one of the paradoxes of the legal profession: namely, that essentially public functions are entrusted to a group of "private"
professions, who must make their livings largely from "private"
clients and from the opportunities that may arise. Whatever the
solution to that paradox, however, it cannot be denied that Francis
Wilson's career has been of great importance in the history of New
Mexico and stands as a worthy example of the legal art.
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